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Reading
 Cross Checking 

Game

Science
Make a homemade

microscope

Movement
“I Am Special”

Dance

Literacy 
Extension

Writing or 
Puppet Making

FREE SPACE

Be Creative!

Math
Number Walk

Game

Creativity
 Build a 

Fable Fort

Art
 Wonderful 

Wands Project

Mindfulness
 Buddy 

Breathing



 Cross Checking Game:

Pick a  book with pictures 
and words. With a home 

reading buddy do the 
Cross Checking Game.
Ask each other do the 
pictures and/or words 

look right? 
Do they make sense? 

How To Make a Microscope:

Fill a glass bottle with water. Cap 
the bottle. Select your specimen 

to investigate. On a piece of paper 
draw what you observe before 

using your microscope. Place the 
glass bottle on its side over the 

specimen. Adjust the height of your 
bottle until the specimen is in focus. 

On the same piece of paper, draw 
and describe what you see in the 

magnified view. 

“I Am Special” Dance:

With your family to the tune of 
“This Old Man” sing and act out 

using action: 
“I am special, Look & see,

I’m the healthiest I can be. 
With a jump and a squat and a turn 
it all around (person’s name) tell us 

what you’ve found!
I am special, Look and see,

I like (insert any physical activity 
the person likes). 

Repeat for chorus.

Literacy Extension

Reading out loud to a friend to 
discover words that are 

unfamiliar. Or show and share 
with objects found at home that 
are connected to what you are 
learning. You could also write a 

poem and create puppets to
 illustrate the story you are 

reading or create a cartoon strip 
about the story you are reading. 

FREE SPACE

Be Creative! Be an Inquirer 
and have compassion. 

How will you make the most 
of your time?

Number Walk Game

Investigate the ways numbers are 
used besides counting by going on 
a walk. When a number is used only 
as a name or identifier, it is called a 
nominal number (like license plates). 

How many nominal numbers you 
see? Make a list and talk about 
where else you might see these 
numbers when you get home!

Build a Fable Fort

Build a “fable fort” out of blankets 
and chairs. Camp in it all day while 

you create stories to tell your 
family over dinner.

Wonderful Wands Project

Supplies:
Sticks, non-toxic paint, beads, 
recycled items, paper, yarn or 

other decorative items. 

What you will do:
Find a magical stick that has 

some branches on it. Paint the 
entire stick and let it dry. Paint 

or glue on additional decora-
tions. Be creative, it is your 

Wonderful Wand!

Buddy Breathing

Invite your family to grab a toy or 
stuffed animal to place on their 
tummy while they lay down and 

take slow breaths, in through the 
nose and out through the mouth.

 
Squeeze and let go, tensing 

different muscles in the body for 5 
seconds and then slowing releasing. 


